The Future of Cloud
Analytics is Self-Service
Cloud analytics has become a strategic priority for many businesses.
In the State of Cloud Analytics survey, IDG interviewed IT and business leaders
in North America and EMEA to discover how businesses are deploying cloud
analytics and why self-service analytics is driving growth. The first survey was
published in September 2015 and the second published in April 2016.
This infographic reveals the findings of the second survey.
Get the full IDG report at informatica.com/StateofCloudAnalytics

Demand for self-service analytics is exploding.
When asked to what extent their IT organization is experiencing an increase in demand
from within the company for self-service analytics, respondents answered:
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Currently, very few organizations seem able to support
business users’ demand for self-service analytics.
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Say lines of business
typically build out cloud
analytics dashboards
themselves.

Cloud analytics projects are on the rise
and have grown in size.
Between the first and second survey, the average size of cloud analytics
projects in rows of data processed daily have increased by 23%.
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Businesses are gravitating toward a hybrid model.
Data is not behind the firewall anymore. As businesses move to the cloud, the need
for a hybrid model is essential, connecting on-premise and cloud data.

Which data integration scenarios are businesses planning over the next 12 months?
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Looking ahead, the majority of organizations have their sights set on
a hybrid analytics environment – and that number is growing.
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The proportion of respondents who answered ‘hybrid’ when asked ‘what is your
organization’s architectural approach to analytics over the next three years?’

What are the key use-cases?
Organizations are using cloud analytics to gain insights into:
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What are the key challenges of traditional analytics?

39% say poor user experience/
interface is not intuitive
(doesn't support self-service).

41% say cost and time
restrictions are the top challenges.

Marketing, sales, and operations lead the
lines-of-business users of cloud analytics:
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As the IDG report demonstrates, self-service analytics is fueling the
growth of cloud analytics. Make sure you’re ready.
Download your complimentary copy of “Cloud Analytics For Dummies”
at informatica.com/CloudAnalyticsForDummies and start planning your
analytics infrastructure for self-service analytics.

